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The super conducting stellarator WENDELSTEIN 7-X (W7-X) will run pulses of up to 30 minutes duration. All discharge scenarios

compatible with these capabilities will be supported by the control system: short pulses with arbitrary intervals, steady state discharges

and arbitrary sequences of phases with different characteristics in one discharge. Long discharges with phases of different

characteristics are understood as series of short discharge sections called “segments”. This, the heart of the control system is the

“segment control”.

Due to the long pulses and the innovative nature of plasma components a failure of a component during a discharge cannot be ruled out

and has to be handled by the control system. Safety critical failures are handled by the safety system. In many cases the failure leads

only to a degradation of the plasma quality and not to a safety critical situation. The segment control must detect the situation and steer

the discharge into another state in which preferably the discharge can continue without the failed component or the discharge is

gracefully brought to an end. 

Therefore the segment control system provides an online resource check of all components included in the segment control system. The

rules of the resource check depend on the planned plasma characteristics given in the segment description, e.g. when not all heating

systems are needed for the planned scenario a failure in an unneeded heating system will be tolerated. 

According to the hierarchical architecture of the segment control system described in [1] runtime resource checking is accomplished

hierarchically, too. A system on a certain level in the hierarchy evaluates the feasibility of the physical characteristic demanded from

this system to process this segment. Together with the feasibility information passed to this system by the next lower level and the

checking rules defined for this special segment a condensed feasibility status of the subsystem is computed. It is passed to the next level

in hierarchy. 

On the highest control hierarchy level, e.g. the W7-X central control system, the condensed feasibility status is used by a segment

scheduler to decide whether the discharge can continue as planned or an error recovery strategy must be followed. 

[1] Laqua, H.; Niedermeyer, H.; Schacht, J.: Control System of Wendelstein 7-X Experiment. Fusion Engineering and Design 66-68,

669-673 (2003).
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